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Abstract: Finding a low-cost and effective method at low temperatures for producing reduced
graphene oxide (rGO) has been the focus of many efforts in the research community for almost
two decades. Overall, rGO is a promising candidate for use in supercapacitors, batteries, biosen-
sors, photovoltaic devices, corrosion inhibitors, and optical devices. Herein, we report the forma-
tion of rGO from two electrically insulating polymers, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) and meta-
polybenzimidazole fiber (m-PBI), using an excimer pulsed laser annealing (PLA) method. The results
from X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, electron backscattered diffraction, Raman spec-
troscopy, and Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy confirm the successful generation of rGO with
the formation of a multilayered structure. We investigated the mechanisms for the transformation
of PTFE and PBI into rGO. The PTFE transition occurs by both a photochemical mechanism and
a photothermal mechanism. The transition of PBI is dominated by a photo-oxidation mechanism
and stepwise thermal degradation. After degradation and degassing procedures, both the polymers
leave behind free molten carbon with some oxygen and hydrogen content. The free molten carbon
undergoes an undercooling process with a regrowth velocity (<4 m·s−1) that is necessary for the
formation of rGO structures. This approach has the potential for use in creating future selective
polymer-written electronics.

Keywords: reduced graphene oxide; UV laser annealing; PTFE; PBI; insulating polymers

1. Introduction

Ever since graphene was discovered in 2004 by using the Scotch-tape method [1],
researchers have investigated various methods for the production of bulk defect-free
graphene. The well-known method of mechanical exfoliation (Scotch tape) [1] is unsuit-
able for roll-to-roll graphene production. Alternatively, graphene has been formed by
liquid-phase exfoliation [2,3], annealing SiC substrates [4,5], chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) [6–8], unzipping of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) [9], and bottom-up chemical synthe-
sis [10]. However, these methods suffer from low production rates [11], high thermal
budget, and/or contamination [12–15] (especially oxygen contamination); these issues
limit the straightforward large-scale synthesis of pure graphene. Graphene oxide, on the
other hand, can be synthesized at a large scale [16], without concern for oxygen contamina-
tion. This material was discovered long before graphene [17] and was often preferred for
patterning graphene-based electronics [18]. Regardless of these advantages, the oxygen
component of the graphene oxide disturbs its conjugated structure and scavenges the
π-electrons [19]. The oxygen diminishes the electron mobility, the carrier concentration,
and the electrical conductivity of the pristine graphene [19]. Pure graphene, as a single
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layer of densely packed sp2 carbon atoms, exhibits zero band gap with an excellent carrier
mobility of 2.5 × 105 cm2·V−1·s−1 at room temperature [20,21]. The zero band gap implies
that the charge current inside graphene can be directed but cannot be switched on and off
for applications such as information-storage purposes [18]. In contrast, graphene oxide
is electrically insulating; oxygen incorporation can be used to modulate the bandgap of
graphene. Thus, reducing graphene oxide plays a leading role in carbon-based electronics,
since it overcomes the aforementioned obstacles.

Reduced graphene oxide (rGO) shows a great deal of potential for use in superca-
pacitors [22], batteries [23], biosensors [24], photovoltaics [25], corrosion inhibitors [26],
and optical devices [27]. Moreover, rGO has been prepared by thermal reduction methods
(e.g., thermal annealing [28] and microwave irradiation [29]) and by chemical reduction
methods, such as chemical reagent reduction [30], photocatalyst reduction [31], electro-
chemical reduction [32], and solvothermal reduction [33]. However, these methods are not
compatible with semiconductor device fabrication [34]; in particular, they cannot directly
covert the original materials into rGO and/or affect the whole material (usually under
extreme conditions) with no local transformation. Meanwhile, conventional semiconductor
technology is struggling with the requirement for numerous processing steps; the challenge
is exacerbated by the trend of miniaturization in semiconductor devices. Therefore, it is
imperative to utilize a one-step processing method that delivers high spatial resolution and
does not require high temperatures or solution contamination. The laser writing approach
is appropriate for converting carbon-source materials into rGO directly and in a single step
with high spatial resolution and without affecting the properties of the adjacent materials.
Moreover, this method is agile, cost-effective, and well-suited for mass production. The
laser-annealing approach is a rapid non-equilibrium process that utilizes rapid kinetics
to overcome the limitations associated with thermodynamics via equilibrium routes. In
the laser-annealing approach, various structures can be generated under near-ambient
conditions by controlling the undercooling factor [35]. We have previously produced and
comprehensibly investigated various carbon structures, including rGO and quenched-
carbon (Q-carbon), from amorphous carbon via laser annealing of carbon [36–38].

The laser-annealing method has been shown to transform the following polymers
into graphene: polyimide (Kapton®, McMaster-Carr, IL, USA) tape, using a CO2 infrared
laser [39]; polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), using a CO2 infrared laser [40]; phenolic resin,
using a visible light laser [41]; and sulfonated poly(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK), using a
CO2 infrared laser [42]. The CO2 infrared laser was the main laser-annealing tool used
in the previous investigations; however, the infrared laser is not a practical tool for some
polymer materials. PTFE suffers from a low absorption coefficient in the infrared region;
hence, a CO2 laser is not efficient for PTFE conversion into graphene [43]. In addition, a
large number of shots (~ 500) is necessary for the CO2 laser to perform PTFE conversion
into rGO [40]. There are no currently available polymers capable of rGO production
(with flexibility in solubility, functionalization, and doping) to expand the laser-induced
graphene method to the semiconductor device industry.

Here, we show the direct conversion of polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, (C2F4)n)
into rGO, using the laser-annealing method (ArF excimer laser, λ = 193 nm), in which
laser-solid interaction coupling is strong. We also provide a new polymer source, meta-
polybenzimidazole electrospun fibers (PBI, poly[2,2′-(m-phenylen)-5,5′-bisbenzimidazole];
(C20H12N4)n), for the production of rGO by the ArF excimer laser-writing method. These
polymers are promising for rGO production, particularly for direct doping of rGO with
various types of functionalization. PBI demonstrates a high ablation threshold under
excimer laser irradiation that is appropriate for electronic-device fabrication [44]. PTFE
can directly generate fluorinated rGO without the extra step of doping [40]. Both PTFE
and PBI are very insulating, with electrical conductivity values of >10−18 Ω−1·cm−1 and
1.5 × 10−13 Ω−1·cm−1, respectively [44,45]. The excimer pulsed laser annealing (PLA)
method allows for direct rGO formation with a high yield and with no need for the extra
step of reduction. The structure and bonding characteristics of the rGO structures from
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both PTFE and PBI were evaluated. Finally, the possible mechanisms for the conversion of
the two polymers into rGO are proposed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. rGo from PLA Procedure for Conversion of the Polymers into rGO

Two polymer samples were used in this work: (1) white PTFE tape on an <0001>
Al2O3 substrate and (2) electrospun PBI fibers deposited on a glass substrate obtained from
alkali-ethanol solution as previously described [46]. The laser annealing of the polymer
samples was carried out by using an argon fluoride (ArF) excimer laser with a pulse width
of 20 ns and a wavelength of 193 nm (Lambda Physik LPX-300, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA,
USA). A convex lens was used for focusing the laser beam on the samples; the samples
were located in front of the laser beam, as depicted in Figure 1. The laser energy density
was measured by using an energy meter (Energy MAX 400, Molectron, San Diego, CA,
USA). The convex lens distributes the laser energy with a Gaussian distribution on the
sample. Therefore, the energy was measured on different spots over the entire area of the
laser-beam interaction with the samples; the average energy was calculated from these
data. Subsequently, the laser-energy density in J·cm−2 was calculated by measuring the
size of the laser-beam interacting with the samples. The laser annealing of PTFE was
conducted under ambient conditions, using 30 shots of the ArF laser with a laser fluence of
0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2. In the case of the PBI electrospun fibers, laser annealing was performed
by using 15 shots of the ArF laser with a laser fluence of 0.7 ± 0.1 J·cm−2 in air.

Figure 1. Schematic of the PLA procedure used in the experiment.

2.2. Characterization

The structure of the polymers and the rGO formation after the laser annealing of the
polymers were examined via X-Ray Diffraction (XRD, Rigaku SmartLab, The Woodlands,
TX, USA) in a Bragg–Brentano θ–2θ geometry, using a Cu Kα radiation source. For
investigating the vibrational modes and structure of the polymers before and after laser
annealing, Raman spectroscopy (WITec alpha300 M, Ulm, Germany) was performed. The
source of WITec laser was a solid-state green light laser (λ = 532 nm) with a spot size of
approximately 2 µm diameter. A UHTS 300 spectrometer and a grating size of 600 I/mm
were utilized to obtain the Raman spectra. The calibration of the Raman instrument was
conducted by using the characteristic peak of the silicon wafer at 520.6 cm−1. For surface
characterization and morphology analysis of the polymers before and after PLA, a field-
emission scanning electron microscopy instrument (FESEM, Verios 460L, FEI, Waltham,
MA, USA) with a resolution of 0.6 nm was utilized. Electron backscattered diffraction
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(EBSD) patterns tilted at 70◦ in the backscattering diffraction (BKD) mode were acquired
for phase identification. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR, Bruker ALPHA)
was carried out in the absorbance mode, with a resolution of 4 cm−1 and in the range of
500–4000 cm−1; background subtraction was performed.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. PTFE Conversion into rGO
3.1.1. X-Ray Diffraction

The crystalline structure of the PTFE tape was investigated prior to PLA. As shown
in Figure 2a, the XRD results are consistent with typical characteristics of PTFE. Based on
the XRD database (ICDD PDF-4+ #54-1595), the peaks at 2θ equal to 18.1◦, 31.6◦, 36.7◦,
37.95◦, and 49.3◦ are attributed to the (100), (110), (200), (107), and (210) peaks of PTFE,
respectively [47–49]. The crystallinity of PTFE can be calculated from its XRD pattern by
using the Hermans–Weidinger method [50], using the following equation [51]:

Xc =
Ic

Ic + 1.8Ia
× 100% (1)

where Xc is the crystallinity of PTFE, Ic is the integral intensity of the crystalline area, and
Ia is the integral intensity of the amorphous area. Using the XRD pattern of PTFE shown in
Figure 2a, we calculated the crystallinity degree of PTFE to be 64.5 ± 6%.

Figure 2. XRD pattern of (a) neat PTFE and (b) after laser annealing of PTFE.

After the interaction of the laser with PTFE (with a laser energy density of
0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2 and 30 laser shots), the XRD pattern of the specimen entirely changed. As
evident in Figure 2b, none of the PTFE peaks appeared in the XRD spectrum after laser
annealing of the specimen; a new peak at 2θ = 20.5◦ appeared in the spectrum. These
changes in the XRD pattern of PTFE after PLA reveal fundamental changes in the structure
of PTFE and the evolution of a new structure. The XRD pattern of graphite exhibits a
characteristic peak at 2θ ≈ 26.5◦ for the (002) plane, with a d(002) ≈ 0.34 nm [52–54]. In
graphene oxide, owing to oxygen incorporation between the graphene oxide sheets, the
planar spacing increases to ~ 0.82 nm (2θ = 10.9◦) [52]. However, by reducing the graphene
oxide, the (002) planar spacing decreases again close to the d(002) of graphite [55,56]. The
XRD pattern (Figure 2b) matches very well with the XRD pattern of rGO. The peak at
2θ = 20.5◦ corresponds to 0.43 nm for (002) planar spacing in the reduced graphene oxide.

3.1.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy and Electron Backscattered Diffraction

To confirm the results from the XRD experiment, further characterization of the mate-
rial was performed. Figure 3a,b shows the FESEM micrographs of PTFE before and after
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laser processing at a laser energy density of 0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2. Prior to laser annealing
(Figure 3a), the as-received PTFE exhibited a fiber structure, with amorphous and crys-
talline regions distributed next to each other [57]. After laser annealing at 0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2,
ultrafast melting and the subsequent ultrafast quenching culminated in profound changes
in the structure of PTFE and rearrangement of the carbon atoms in form of a rGO sheet
structure (Figure 3b). In Figure 3b, the wrinkled structure of the rGO sheets was observed.
The EBSD analysis in Figure 3c from the laser-annealed PTFE confirmed the formation
of rGO. Figure 3c revealed the EBSD (Kikuchi pattern) and the rGO orientation obtained
from the PLA of PTFE. The EBSD profile showed the (0001) crystalline structure of rGO.
The Kikuchi bands of the sample after PLA match those of rGO and do not match those
of PTFE.

Figure 3. FESEM images of (a) as-received PTFE and (b) PTFE after laser annealing (rGO). (c) EBSD Kikuchi pattern from
rGO, exhibiting the characteristic rGO pattern.

3.1.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful tool for determining the bonding characteristics
of various carbon structures [58]. As shown in Figure 4a, PTFE exhibits vibrational peaks
at 292, 385, 731, 1218, 1300, and 1380 cm−1. The peak at 292 cm−1 originates from the
superposition of the A1 mode with the E2 mode of the CF2 bond [59]. The torsional activity
and deformation in CF2 give rise to the vibrations at 385 cm−1 [60]. The peak at 731 cm−1

is attributed to CF2 bond stretching [61]. The asymmetric stretching of CF2 bonds with the
E2 mode is associated with the vibrational peak at 1218 cm−1 [62]. The peaks at 1300 and
1380 cm−1 are assigned to the A1 mode stretching of C–C bonds [59,60].
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Figure 4. Raman spectra of (a) PTFE before PLA and (b) PTFE after 30 shots of the ArF laser at 0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2. (c) ID/IG

values versus the number of laser shots.

After the irradiation of PTFE with 30 shots of the ArF laser, the vibrational peaks of
PTFE disappeared; new peaks that are characteristic of rGO structures appeared (Figure 4b).
The Raman spectrum of rGO comprises three main characteristic peaks of the D band, the
G band, and the 2D (or G′) band (as shown in Figure 4b) [63,64]. The D band (usually
centered at 1320–1350 cm−1 for the green laser) is assigned to the symmetric out-of-plane
breathing mode (A1g) of sp2 atoms; the G peak (usually centered at 1580–1605 cm−1 for
the green laser) originates from the center of the Brillion zone with E2g symmetry [65–67].
The G band is common for any carbon structure having sp2 carbon–carbon content, and
the D band is common to any sp2 carbon–carbon disorders or defects [68]. Therefore,
the intensity ratio of the two peaks (ID/IG) is a criterion for the level of defects present
in the graphitic structures. The 2D or G′ band (usually centered at 2640–2700 cm−1 for
the green laser) is the “second-order overtone” located in the second-order region of the
Raman spectrum. The 2D band is produced by the double-resonance phenomenon (with
a mechanism similar to D band generation); the difference is that two inelastic scattered
phonons are involved [64,67,69]. The shape and peak position of the 2D band can be used
to determine the number of layers present in rGO [70]. Usually, the 2D band of single-layer
rGO appears at 2679 cm−1 with a Lorentzian distribution; the 2D band of multilayer rGO
shifts to a higher wavenumber value and the peak becomes broader [67]. The other second-
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order bands are D + G and 2G. The D + G band is the combination of the D and G band
overtone, and the 2G band is the G band overtone [71]. The fitting results from the rGO
spectrum shown in Figure 4b indicate that the peaks positioned at 1337, 1591, 2685, 2860,
and 3070 cm−1 can be attributed to the D, G, 2D, D + G, and 2G peaks, respectively. The
intensity ratio of the D and G peaks (ID/IG) is 1. Typically, the ID/IG for graphene oxide is
above 1 due to the grafting of oxygen functional moieties between the graphitic planes [72].
By reducing graphene oxide, the ID/IG value decreases. The value of ID/IG = 1 from
Figure 4b is consistent with that of reduced graphene oxide structures and is in agreement
with the XRD results. In addition, the ID/IG value provides the information about the
average crystallite size of the sp2 domains (La), using the Tuinstra–Koenig relation [73]:

La(nm) = 2.4× 10−10λ4 ×
(

ID

IG

)−1
(2)

where La is the average crystallite size, and λ is the laser wavelength (532 nm). The average
crystallite size of the sp2 domains was calculated to be 19.2 nm. The 2D band at 2685 cm−1

in Figure 4b is very broad with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 426 cm−1,
confirming the multilayer structure of reduced graphene oxide [74]. The changes in the
ID/IG values versus the increase in the number of laser shots are presented in Figure 4c.
After the transformation of PTFE into graphitic structures, it is observed that, with 25 shots
of the UV laser, the ID/IG value is higher than 1. With an increase in the number of shots,
the ID/IG value decreases to 1 and remains at approximately 1 with a further increase in the
number of laser shots. The decrease in the ID/IG value after 25 shots can be attributed to the
variation of the defects that are present in the structure. After 25 shots, the structure starts
to form a reduced graphene structure, with a lower amount of defects in the structure.

3.1.4. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Further evidence for the successful conversion of PTFE into rGO was provided by
FTIR spectroscopy. FTIR spectroscopy is a practical characterization method to detect the
chemical bonding in polymers and graphene structures. Figure 5a illustrates the FTIR
spectrum of PTFE before laser annealing. The peaks at 502, 553, and 639 cm−1 originate
from the rocking, bending, and wagging of CF2 bonds, respectively [75,76]. The peak
positioned at 1145 cm−1 is attributed to the symmetrical stretching of CF2 bonds [75,77].
The asymmetric stretching of CF2 bonds culminates in the appearance of a 1201 cm−1 peak
in PTFE [75,77]. All of the mentioned peaks disappear after the PLA of PTFE; new bonds
form, which are evidence for rearrangement in the chemical structure (Figure 5b). The
strong peak at 1563 cm−1 belongs to the sp2-hybridized C=C bonds. The second strong
band at 1172 cm−1 is assigned to the asymmetric stretching of C–O–C bonds [78]; it has
been observed in rGO structures after reduction [79]. The peak at 1380 cm−1 is attributed
to C–OH stretching [80]. The weak peaks at 758 and 2915 cm−1 are related to O–H bending
and aromatic C–H stretching, respectively [81,82]. The absence or weak presence of oxygen-
containing groups, which are characteristic of graphene oxide, confirms the formation of
reduced graphene oxide. These GO characteristic peaks are located at ~1723 cm−1 (C=O
carbonyl stretching) and ~3412 cm−1 (hydroxyl group stretching), as well as ~2915 cm−1,
~758, and ~599 cm−1 (OH out-of-plane bending) [82,83].
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Figure 5. FTIR spectra of (a) as-received PTFE and (b) PTFE after the laser-annealing process.

3.1.5. Mechanism of Conversion of PTFE into rGO by the PLA Method

The laser annealing of PTFE involves the application of 30 shots of the ArF excimer
laser with a photon energy of 6.4 eV, a pulse width of 20 ns, a pulse frequency of 10 Hz, and
a laser-energy density of 0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2 to PTFE, which exhibits a bandgap of 6.0 eV [84].
Since the laser-energy density threshold for the ablation of PTFE is ~ 1.6 J·cm−2 [43], abla-
tion of PTFE will not occur during ArF-laser annealing with a fluence of 0.9 ± 0.1 J·cm−2.

Since the photon energy of the ArF laser is higher than the PTFE bandgap, the laser
energy will be absorbed by PTFE. Owing to the high bandgap of PTFE, the absorption
process will initially commence through the two-photon absorption phenomenon by virtue
of the mid-gap energy states present in PTFE [85]. The absorption coefficient of PTFE is
enhanced following an increase in the number of laser shots (N) [85]:

αeff = α0 + Nαi (3)

where αeff is the effective absorption coefficient, α0 is the initial PTFE absorption coeffi-
cient, and αi is the absorption coefficient of PTFE after the first shot. After a sufficient
enhancement in the absorption coefficient of PTFE, single-photon absorption will dominate
the process [85].

Over a time interval of 20 ns, the energy of the laser is transferred to the PTFE chains
by the excitation of photons (the photochemical mechanism) and the excitation of phonons
(the photothermal mechanism) [86].

In the photochemical mechanism, the laser photons dissociate the bonds in the PTFE
chains. During the photodegradation of PTFE, the polymer backbone (C–C) experiences
scission [87]. Similarly, during the photochemical degradation of PTFE by 6.4 eV ArF laser
irradiation, the C–C bonds (~ 3.6 eV) and C–F bonds (~ 5 eV) undergo breakage. It has
also been confirmed that the major process of releasing F atoms occurs by the desorption
of CF3

+ ions [87]. C=C bonds are not generated during the photodegradation of PTFE at
room temperature [87,88]. Therefore, it is more likely that the formation of carbon bonds is
a photothermal-assisted process.

In the photothermal mechanism, with an increase in the number of laser shots, the
strongly absorbing PTFE will rapidly experience a rise in temperature during each 20 ns
time interval. The energy from the electronic structure is transferred to the lattice phonons
within 1 ps (10−12 s). Therefore, the excitation of phonons leads to the generation of a
significant amount of heat within 20 ns. We have previously shown that the 20 ns pulse
duration is sufficient for PTFE to be heated and melted [48]. When PTFE is heated to 470 ◦C
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in air, volatilization of C2F4, C3F6, HF, CO2, and CO occurs [89]. As PTFE is interacting
with the ArF laser and is melted, oxygen and hydrogen diffuse (as suggested by the FTIR
results) below the surface and provide the origin of the HF, CO2, and CO degassing and
also formation of the C–H, C–OH, C=O, and OH bonds in the resultant rGO. The monomer
yield of PTFE during thermal degradation is 100%; once the thermal factor triggers the
unzipping of the monomers, it proceeds to the rest of the molecule [89]. When the liberation
of HF and other gases takes place, the double C=C bonds form at the expense of C–C
bond breakage. Therefore, the overall photothermal and photochemical mechanism of
PTFE involves melting, volatilization of different gases, breakage of the backbone of PTFE
(C–C), and formation of C=C. Meanwhile, the laser-annealing causes the dehydration
and reduction (thermal reduction) of some of the absorbed oxygen-containing groups, as
follows [90]:

CH–C–OH + H+ Heat→ C = C + H2O (4)

The free carbons with some residual C–H, C–OH, C=O, and OH bonds from the ab-
sorption of oxygen and hydrogen at the surface will undergo an undercooling process once
the laser pulse terminates. We have previously shown that the undercooling determines the
regrowth velocity of solidification [89]. The thermodynamically stable graphitic structures
require a low undercooling and a low regrowth velocity of < 4 m·s−1; in comparison, a
velocity of 4–6 m·s−1 is associated with diamond nucleation, and a velocity of > 16 m·s−1

is associated with pure Q-carbon formation [89]. For our system (PTFE tape on Al2O3
substrate), we have calculated that a laser-energy density of 0.8 to 1 J·cm−2 provides the
appropriate undercooling for the formation of rGO from PTFE [48]. Figure 6 highlights the
procedure for the direct conversion of PTFE into rGO.

Figure 6. Schematic showing the direct conversion of PTFE into rGO, using ArF-laser annealing.

3.2. PBI Conversion into rGO
3.2.1. X-ray Diffraction

The XRD pattern of the water-washed electrospun PBI fibers (in order to remove the
KOH content) was obtained to understand its crystal structure. Figure 7a shows a broad
peak centered at 2θ≈ 25◦. This peak is assigned to the amorphous domains in the meta-PBI
structure and is related to the π–π stacking of the aromatic rings in the molecular structure
of PBI. PBI structures with some degree of crystallinity also exhibit two sharp peaks at
2θ = 9.5◦ and 2θ = 12.2◦ [91–93]. The absence of these two peaks in the XRD pattern of PBI
indicates the amorphous nature of the PBI used in this study, and this may be attributed
to the electrospinning conditions and the ethanolic KOH solvent interactions. After laser
annealing of the PBI fibers with an energy density of 0.7 ± 0.1 J·cm−2, the amorphous
halo at 2θ ≈ 25◦ disappeared and a new sharp peak at 2θ = 24.2◦ formed (Figure 7b). The
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spectrum in Figure 7b aligns with the XRD pattern of reduced graphene oxide. The lack of
a peak at 2θ = 10.9◦ rules out the formation of graphene oxide, and the absence of a peak
at 2θ ≈ 26.5◦ excludes the presence of graphite after laser annealing. The observed peak
at 2θ = 24.2◦ is attributed to (002) planes, with a 0.37 nm planar spacing in the obtained
rGO structure.

Figure 7. XRD pattern of (a) as-received PBI and (b) after laser annealing of PBI.

3.2.2. Scanning Electron Microscopy

The FESEM micrograph of as-received PBI in Figure 8a shows the structural features
of the PBI fibers. The PBI fibers exhibited an average diameter of 250 nm. After the
laser-annealing process, changes in the morphology of PBI occurred (Figure 8b); the fibers
were replaced with layers of rGO. The volume of PBI was considerably reduced after
the laser-annealing process. The shrinkage in volume was correlated with the degassing
process during heating of PBI by the UV laser.

Figure 8. FESEM images of (a) as-received PBI and (b) PBI after the laser annealing (rGO).

3.2.3. Raman Spectroscopy

Figure 9a shows the Raman spectrum of the PBI fibers before exposure to ArF laser
annealing. The two peaks located at 1592 and 1541 cm−1 were assigned to the stretching of
benzimidazole rings (C=N and C=C) [94,95]. The broad band at approximately 1430 cm−1

also originated from the benzimidazole ring stretch. The strong peak at 1303 cm−1 and
the shoulder peak at 1228 cm−1 are consistent with in-plane vibration of the C–H bonds.
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The peaks at 1091 and 995 cm−1 correspond to the deformation of benzene trigonal rings
or breathing of benzene rings [94,95]. As is evident from Figure 9b, exposure to multiple
shots of the UV laser converted the PBI structure to the rGO structure. Similar to previous
findings [96,97], the first-order region may be fitted by using five peaks, namely D, G, D*,
D
′ ′

, and D
′
. The D* peak is related to the disorder in the graphitic lattice structure from both

sp2 and sp3 bonds [98]. The D
′ ′

peak is attributed to amorphous phases that are observed in
carbon structures, and the D

′
peak is activated by crystal defects [64,96,99,100]. The results

of Gaussian fitting show that the D, G, D*, D′ ′, D′, 2D, D + G, and 2G peaks are centered at
1339, 1577, 1333, 1470, 1670, 2666, 2898, and 3139 cm−1, respectively. The low intensities
of the D*, D

′ ′
, and D

′
peaks imply a low amount of lattice disorders, lattice defects, and

amorphous phases in the rGO structure. The intensity ratio of ID/IG = 0.73 confirms the
reduced structure of the rGO and aligns with the XRD results. Using Equation (2), the
average crystallite size of the sp2 domains is estimated to be 26 nm. The 2D band located
at 2666 cm−1 is broad, indicating the multilayer structure of rGO. Figure 9c shows the
changes in the ID/IG values versus the number of laser shots during laser annealing. The
initial decrease in the ID/IG value implies a decrease in the defects that are present in the
structure, which remains constant up to 35 shots.

Figure 9. Raman spectra of (a) PBI before PLA and (b) PBI after exposure to multiple shots of the ArF laser at 0.7 ± 0.1 J·cm−2.
(c) ID/IG ratio versus the number of laser shots.
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3.2.4. Fourier-Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Utilizing FTIR spectroscopy, we explored the disappearance of bonds associated with
PBI and the formation of new bonds by laser annealing. Figure 10a shows the chemical
bonding in PBI. The peaks in the region of 680 to 852 cm−1 (685 and 796 cm−1) are associated
with the out of plane bending of the aromatic C–H bonds [101]. The peak at 1098 cm−1

is assigned to the C–H bonds in imidazole [102]. The peaks in the 1279 cm−1 region are
associated with C–N stretching and benzimidazole breathing [103]. At 1438 cm−1, the
vibrations from the in-plane deformation of imidazole rings are activated [104]. The peak
at 1589 cm−1 is derived from C=C and C=N stretching. The broad band in the region of
2800 to 3500 m−1 is ascribed to the N–H stretching vibrations [104]. Finally, the peak at
~3577 cm−1 correlates with the O–H stretching and is related to the moisture absorbed by
the PBI structure [103]. Generally, the broad band in the region of 2400–4000 cm−1 reflects
the absorption of moisture by PBI [105]. After laser processing, the structure shows features
that are associated with rGO (Figure 10b). The strong peak at 1546 cm−1 is attributed to the
C=C bonds in rGO [106,107]. The peak at 1163 cm−1 is related to C–O–H bonding [106].
The peak at 1716 cm−1 is associated with the stretching of C=O bonds [108]. The weak
peaks at 667, 2320, and 2670 cm−1 correspond to the out of plane bending of OH, CO2, and
C–H stretching, respectively [82]. Similar to the rGO structure obtained from PTFE, the
peaks associated with GO at 3412 cm−1 (hydroxyl group stretching), 2915, ~758, 667, and
~599 cm−1 (OH out-of-plane bending) are either very weak or absent [82,83].

Figure 10. FTIR spectra of (a) non-processed PBI and (b) rGO after laser processing of PBI.

3.2.5. Mechanism of Conversion of PBI into rGO by PLA Method

For the successful conversion of a material into rGO, it is essential that the threshold
fluence of laser ablation is higher than the threshold fluence of laser annealing. PBI
exhibits a very high threshold of UV ablation fluence; as such, it is suitable for the laser-
annealing process [44]. PBI structures have a propensity to absorb moisture when exposed
to air [105]. PBI structures exhibit an intense UV absorption, which is attributed to the
presence of aromatic units; the high UV absorption rate enables the fast photodegradation
of this material. The degradation of PBI (with a bandgap of 3.13–3.25 eV) [109] via UV laser
exposure is dominated by the photo-oxidation procedure; oxygen attacks the benzimidazole
subunits and imide rings [110,111]. Photo-oxidative degradation leads to the oxidation
of the benzenoid and imidazole rings and the production of C=O groups, which in turn
is associated with the presence of the peak at 1716 cm−1 in the FTIR spectrum [105].
Moreover, it causes the scission of benzimidazole rings. Consequently, volatile oxygen-
containing products are produced which immediately decompose to CO, CO2, N2, NO2,
and H2O [105,111].
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Meanwhile, extreme heat is locally generated by the UV laser, which leads to a
stepwise thermal degradation of PBI. At 300 to 570 ◦C, NH3 is liberated; afterwards, CH4
is released at 570 to 700 ◦C. At 700 ◦C, arylnitrile-containing units degrade and form HCN
and H2. Finally, the decomposition of oxygen-containing residues liberates N2, CO2, and
H2O at high temperatures [111]. All of the dehydration processes are responsible for the
disappearance of the broad band in the region of 2400–4000 cm−1 in the FTIR spectrum of
PBI after laser annealing [105].

Finally, the residual free carbon with some oxygen and hydrogen content will reach
the melting point of carbon. The mixture will experience ultrafast undercooling. The
undercooling speed is adjusted through the appropriate selection of laser fluence for the
PBI system (0.7 ± 0.1 J·cm−2). The regrowth velocity of <4 m·s−1 is achieved, and the
formation of rGO with σ and π carbon bonds is facilitated.

4. Conclusions

The transformation of PTFE and PBI polymers into rGO structures was performed.
The driving force for this transformation is the non-equilibrium method of PLA. The ArF
excimer laser with a photon energy of 6.4 eV and a pulse width of 20 ns is an appropriate
choice for PLA that involves ultrafast melting and controlled undercooling. The UV
absorption of PTFE increases with each laser shot. PBI exhibits UV absorption with a
high laser ablation threshold. In both polymers, the XRD results confirm the formation
(002) planar spacing and a d(002) corresponding to the reduced planar spacing in rGO
structures. Raman spectroscopy indicates the presence of a multilayered structure in
the rGO structures. The evolution of bonds related to rGO structures was identified in
both laser-annealed polymers, using FTIR spectroscopy. The transition of PTFE to rGO
is assisted by both the photochemical and photothermal mechanisms, in which diffusion
of oxygen and hydrogen, degassing of byproducts, and thermal reduction culminate in
molten free carbons. The molten free carbons go through an appropriate undercooling
process that is adjusted by the laser fluence, which leads to the formation of rGO. In PBI,
the transition is assisted by a photo-oxidation process and is accompanied by stepwise
thermal degradation. The residual molten carbons rearrange in the form of rGO structures
during the undercooling process.
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